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Aims of today’s session

• Overview of the schemes
• Process for selection and support of nominees at Sheffield
• Identification of potential future nominees/teams and ongoing support
• Sheffield's NTF experiences.
• Discussion
The National Teaching Fellowship Scheme

- The HEA
- National Teaching Fellows
- Collaborative Award for Teaching Excellence
- Global Teaching Excellence Awards
Global Teaching Excellence Awards

- New this year (2017)
- 2018 entries open in Sept 2018
- These are institutional, not individual, awards.
- Sheffield has not entered to date
Collaborative Award for Teaching Excellence (CATE)

- Scheme outline (and HEA process)
- Previous submissions – new in 2016
- This year’s cut off and submission
- https://www.heacademy.ac.uk/individuals/national-teaching-fellowship-scheme/CATE
NTFS

• Scheme Outline (and HEA process)
• Since 2000
• Previous submissions and successes
• This year’s cut off and submission
• https://www.heacademy.ac.uk/individuals/national-teaching-fellowship-scheme/NTF
Nomination and Selection at Sheffield

• Current state of play at Sheffield
• Proposed changes to selection and nomination
  • Wider pool of nominations (Self referrals/early career referrals/not only for academics)
  • More transparent selection process
  • Longer lead in time for selection
Support for nominees at Sheffield

- Current state of play at Sheffield
- Proposed changes to support for nominees:
  - Celebrating nomination as well as success
  - Longer lead in time for submission
  - Mentoring
  - Collaboration between nominees
Proposals for 2018

- Information about schemes available to all
- 2 stage submission process
- Workshop including internal application process for all interested in 2018 competition (Fri 22nd Sept 2017 10.00-12.00)
- Workshop for nominees, reserves and mentors (Oct/Nov 2017)
- Support throughout the submission process
NTFS Experiences/Top tips

- Brian Whalley
- Gary Wood
- Chris Stokes
Further thoughts

- Relationship to HEA Fellowship (FHEA/SFHEA etc)
- Relationship to Senate Awards
- Timescales difficult to predict
- What happens to nominees who are not successful each year?
Your questions?/What next?
Networking and lunch